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Attorney Kayla C. Hoel has joined Fredrikson & Byron in the Immigration Group. Hoel
advises clients navigating the complexities of Immigration law.

Hoel is an Immigration attorney, offering clients strategic support and valuable
insights regarding a variety of immigration matters. Her practice includes
employment, family and humanitarian based immigration. Hoel has experience
working with both corporate and individual clients managing the complexities of the
U.S. immigration system.

Prior to joining Fredrikson & Byron, Hoel aided Fredrikson’s Immigration Group as a
legal clerk, served as a legal intern for the judges of the Bloomington Immigration
Court and worked as a research assistant at the University of Minnesota Law School,
exploring the intersection of asylum and constitutional law in a global context. She
also gained hands-on experience and acumen as a student attorney in the James H.
Binger Center for New Americans Federal Immigration Litigation Clinic, arguing cases
before the Sixth and Eighth Circuit Courts of Appeals.

Before joining the legal profession, Hoel worked in finance for a Fortune 200
company to support their marketing, sales, supply chain, corporate and global
internal audit functions. This financial background allows her to nimbly assist clients
with financial complexities that may arise within their immigration case.

Fredrikson & Byron is a 300-attorney law firm based in Minneapolis, with offices in
Bismarck, Des Moines, Fargo, Mankato, St. Paul, Saltillo, Mexico, and Shanghai,
China. Fredrikson & Byron has a reputation as the firm “where law and business
meet.” Our attorneys bring business acumen and entrepreneurial thinking to work
with clients, and operate as business advisors and strategic partners, as well as legal
counselors. More information about the firm is available at www.fredlaw.com. Follow
us on LinkedIn and on Twitter @FredriksonLaw.
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